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Abstract: Osteoarthritis (OA) is a debilitating joint disorder characterized by cartilage degradation
and chronic inflammation, accompanied by high oxidative stress. In this study, we utilized the
monosodium iodoacetate (MIA)-induced OA model to investigate the efficacy of oligo-fucoidan-based
formula (FF) intervention in mitigating OA progression. Through its capacity to alleviate joint bearing
function and inflammation, improvements in cartilage integrity following oligo-fucoidan-based
formula intervention were observed, highlighting its protective effects against cartilage degeneration
and structural damage. Furthermore, the oligo-fucoidan-based formula modulated the p38 signaling
pathway, along with downregulating cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) and inducible nitric oxide synthase
(iNOS) expression, contributing to its beneficial effects. Our study provides valuable insights into
targeted interventions for OA management and calls for further clinical investigations to validate
these preclinical findings and to explore the translational potential of an oligo-fucoidan-based formula
in human OA patients.

Keywords: osteoarthritis; oligo-fucoidan-based formula; oxidative stress; inflammatory

1. Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA), also known interchangeably as degenerative joint disease or os-
teoarthrosis, represents the predominant form of joint pathology. Its primary manifestations
include joint pain, stiffness, swelling, and structural malformation. Additionally, abnormal
joint sounds, notably crepitus, may accompany movements. In the early stages of the
disease, individuals typically experience pain during routine activities such as squatting,
kneeling, ascending stairs, or transitioning from seated to standing positions. As the con-
dition progresses, this discomfort may persist during both walking and periods of rest.
Moreover, prolonged immobilization in fixed postures, such as extended periods of sitting
or standing, or even during nocturnal rest, may contribute to knee discomfort [1,2].
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The pathogenesis of osteoarthritis (OA) involves the loss of proteoglycans and type II
collagen within the articular cartilage, alongside the degradation of the extracellular matrix
(ECM) [3]. This degradation leads to the deterioration of the articular cartilage, resulting
in increased friction between bones, inflammation, and severe pain. Consequently, joint
mobility becomes compromised, potentially leading to joint disability [4]. Accumulating
evidence has demonstrated that secreted inflammatory cytokines play a central role as
mediators of pathology in the progression of OA [5,6]. Interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β), tumor
necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), and IL-6 are major factors involved in and associated with
cartilage degradation. These cytokines perpetuate an inflammatory cascade, contributing
to the destruction of cartilage and perpetuation of the disease process [7].

The modulation of inflammatory cytokines may occur via inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS) and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), which can exacerbate the progression of
OA by impairing cartilage function, triggering apoptosis, and worsening the disease [8].

Currently, the treatment for osteoarthritis (OA) primarily relies on medication to
alleviate pain. Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) such as acetaminophen,
celecoxib, and aspirin are commonly used to reduce pain and inflammation [9]. However,
studies have shown that the prolonged use of NSAIDs may inhibit proteoglycan synthesis,
hastening the deterioration of OA [10]. Therefore, there is a need to identify effective
compounds capable of delaying proteoglycan degradation, preventing extracellular matrix
(ECM) loss, and alleviating inflammatory responses.

Exploring alternative therapeutic approaches that target specific pathways involved
in OA pathogenesis, such as iNOS and COX-2, could offer promising avenues for the
development of more targeted and efficacious treatments. Additionally, research into natural
compounds with anti-inflammatory and chondroprotective properties may provide novel
therapeutic options with fewer adverse effects compared with traditional NSAIDs. Ultimately,
a multifaceted approach that addresses both pain relief and disease modification is essential
in effectively managing OA and improving the quality of life for affected individuals.

Previous studies have revealed the anti-inflammatory properties of low-molecular-
weight fucoidan derived from brown algae extracts [11]. Fucoidan, a sulfated polysaccha-
ride found in various species of brown seaweed, has garnered attention for its diverse
biological activities, including anti-inflammatory, antioxidative, and immunomodulatory
properties [12,13]. These characteristics make it an attractive candidate for exploring its effi-
cacy in OA treatment. However, despite numerous studies highlighting its beneficial effects,
the specific mechanisms by which fucoidan exerts its actions in the context of OA are not yet
fully characterized. By establishing an oligo-fucoidan-based formula and determining its
potential in relieving OA symptoms, we are evaluating its efficacy in mitigating OA-related
pathology. By elucidating the molecular pathways through which the oligo-fucoidan-based
formula exerts its protective effects on OA-affected knee joints, this study aims to provide
valuable insights into its therapeutic mechanisms. These findings have the potential to
inform the development of novel fucoidan-based therapies for OA management, offering
new hope for patients suffering from this debilitating condition. Ultimately, a deeper
understanding of the therapeutic properties of fucoidan may pave the way for personalized
approaches to OA treatment that are tailored to individual patient needs.

2. Results
2.1. Formula Selection thorugh Examination of iNOS Expression (In Vitro Study)

To determine whether the formula has a greater effect than its individual components,
we measured the iNOS expression in response to the oligo-fucoidan-based formula (FF) and
its individual components, including the formula without oligo-fucoidan, oligo-fucoidan,
and UC-II. Experimenting with Raw264.7 cells induced with LPS, we observed that the FF
displayed superior inhibition of iNOS production compared with the individual fucoidan
and UC-II components, which exhibited only partial inhibition abilities (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. iNOS expression modulation by FF and FF-related components. Raw 264.7 cells were
treated with the oligo-fucoidan-based formula (FF) and its related components and then induced by
LPS for 24 h. Western blot was used to evaluate the iNOS expression. * p < 0.05; *** p < 0.001 compared
with the control group. # p < 0.05; ## p < 0.01; ### p < 0.001 compared with the LPS-induced group.

2.2. Protective Effect of the Oligo-Fucoidan-Based Formula (FF) on Joint Swelling Induced by
MIA-Induced Osteoarthritis

The flow chart of procedures was shown in Figure 2A. Three weeks after intervention
with the oligo-fucoidan-based formula, the width of the knee joint in the hind limbs was
measured using a caliper. The results demonstrated that intervention with the oligo-
fucoidan-based formula effectively reduced the occurrence of joint swelling induced by
MIA (Figure 2B,C).
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Figure 2. The effects of oligo-fucoidan-based formula intervention on the symptoms of OA. (A) Flow
chart of the procedure. (B) Knee appearance after treatment. (C) Knee diameter difference. (D) Weight
bearing ability. The experimental groups were the following: C, control group; MIA, MIA-induced
group; FF, oligo-fucoidan-based formula (FF) 900 mg/kg + MIA-induced group. Statistical signif-
icance is denoted as ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 compared with the control group, and ## p < 0.01
compared with the MIA-induced group.
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The data obtained from the incapacitance tester were calculated using the following
formula: the pressure ratio between the non-induced side and the MIA-induced side was
determined to assess the difference in hind-limb pressure [14]. The results indicated a
significant transfer of pressure to the non-induced side in the MIA-induced group, while
the groups treated with the oligo-fucoidan-based formula exhibited a trend t restoring joint
function (Figure 2D). These results indicated that the oligo-fucoidan-based formula has a
potential protective effect on MIA-induced osteoarthritis symptoms.

2.3. Oligo-Fucoidan-Based Formula Toxicity Evaluation

Changes in organ weight are recognized as highly sensitive indicators of organ damage
in determining compound toxicity [15]. The results revealed that following 4 weeks of
treatment, the administration of the oligo-fucoidan-based formula had no distinct effect
on body weight or on the weight changes of other major organs, including the heart, liver,
spleen, kidneys, and testes. These findings suggest that prolonged intervention with the
oligo-fucoidan-based formula would not cause any toxicity (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The toxicity evaluation of oligo-fucoidan-based formula intervention. The examination of
body weight (A), heart (B), liver (C), spleen (D), kidney (E), and testis weight (F) showed no significant
differences after the intervention. The experimental groups were the following: C, control group;
MIA, MIA-induced group; FF, oligo-fucoidan-based formula (FF) 900 mg/kg + MIA-induced group.
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2.4. Cytokine Secretion and Malondialdehyde (MDA) Concentration

Due to the inflammatory cytokines induced by MIA playing a critical role as me-
diators of pathology in the progression of OA, it was essential to explore whether the
oligo-fucoidan-based formula could alleviate cytokine secretion. The serum level of the
inflammatory cytokine IL-6 was analyzed for this purpose. The results showed that MIA-
induced osteoarthritis significantly increased the IL-6 content, enhancing its inflammatory
response. However, after three weeks of intervention with the oligo-fucoidan-based for-
mula, the inflammatory response induced by MIA was significantly restored, indicating
its potential to delay joint pain and swelling, possibly through reducing inflammation
(Figure 4A).
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Figure 4. Cytokine secretion and oxidative stress evaluation. (A) IL-6 levels were evaluated after the
intervention. (B) The serum MDA concentration and (C) tissue MDA concentration were evaluated
by the TBARS assay. The experimental groups were the following: C, control group; MIA, MIA-
induced group; FF, oligo-fucoidan-based formula (FF) 900 mg/kg + MIA-induced group. Statistical
significance is denoted as *** indicating p < 0.001 compared with the control group, and ### indicating
p < 0.001 compared with the MIA-induced group.

Elevated levels of IL-6 may induce the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS),
leading to the degradation of the cartilage extracellular matrix and subsequent joint dys-
function [16]. To understand the effect of the oligo-fucoidan-based formula on ROS release,
the measurement of malondialdehyde (MDA) was conducted, revealing a potential oxygen
radical activity that is indicative of an inflammatory status [17]. As shown in Figure 4B,C,
the generation of MDA was observed in the MIA group both in serum and tissue, while
oligo-fucoidan-based formula intervention successfully decreased the MDA concentration.
The results suggest that the oligo-fucoidan-based formula had a preventive ability on
MIA-induced osteoarthritis via the inhibition of inflammation and oxidative stress.

2.5. Histological Assessment

Next, in order to understand the histology of cartilage integrity and to explore whether
the oligo-fucoidan-based formula could have a recovery effect on MIA-induced osteoarthri-
tis, we utilized histological assessment by employing hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining
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and Masson’s trichrome staining in the articular cartilage. In the MIA group, the articular
cartilage displayed surface irregularities (as shown by the red arrow), accompanied by
extracellular matrix leakage (as shown by the yellow arrow), compared with the control
group (Figure 5). These observations suggest the initiation of cartilage degeneration and
structural damage caused by MIA.
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Figure 5. Histological appearance of the articular cartilage after the intervention. (A) Histological
image after staining with H&E and Masson trichrome. (B) Quantification of the Masson trichrome
intensity. The experimental groups were the following: C, control group; MIA, MIA-induced group;
FF, oligo-fucoidan-based formula (FF) 900 mg/kg + MIA-induced group. Red arrow: articular
cartilage showing some irregularities on the surface. Yellow arrow: extracellular matrix leakage.
Statistical significance is denoted as * indicating p < 0.05 compared with the control group, and ##,
indicating p < 0.01 compared with the MIA-induced group.

In contrast, there was an opposite consequence in the oligo-fucoidan-based formula
group; the articular cartilage appeared more preserved, with fewer surface irregularities
and reduced extracellular matrix leakage as shown in the quantitative results (Figure 5).
This observation suggests that oligo-fucoidan-based formula intervention may help miti-
gate cartilage degeneration and maintain structural integrity, potentially contributing to
improved joint health.

2.6. Modulation of Related Pathways

To comprehensively examine the potential modulation effects and molecular pathways
influenced by the oligo-fucoidan-based formula in MIA-induced osteoarthritis, the protein
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expression of key markers, including phosphorylated p38 (p-p38), inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS), and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), were assessed using Western blot analysis.

The results revealed that in the MIA model group, there was a notable increase in the
protein expression of phosphorylated p38, iNOS, and COX-2, while oligo-fucoidan-based
formula intervention demonstrated a significant reduction in p-p38 signaling, along with
decreased protein expression of downstream targets such as iNOS and COX-2. These
findings suggest that the oligo-fucoidan-based formula may exert its effects by modulating
these pathways, thereby potentially contributing to its anti-inflammatory and protective
properties in the context of joint health (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Related pathway modulation in oligo-fucoidan-based formula modulation. (A) pp38/p38,
(B) iNOS, and (C) COX-2 protein expression was examined by Western blotting. The experimental
groups were the following: C, control group; MIA, MIA-induced group; FF, oligo-fucoidan-based
formula (FF) 900 mg/kg + MIA-induced group. Statistical significance is denoted as * p <0.05;
** p < 0.01 compared with the control group, and # p < 0.05; ## p <0.01 compared with the MIA-
induced group.

3. Discussion

Here, we present evidence supporting the protective role of an oligo-fucoidan-based
formula in the progression of osteoarthritis (OA). The oligo-fucoidan-based formula acts by
modulating the p38 signaling pathway and reducing the expression of COX-2 and iNOS,
which enables it to alleviate joint burden and inflammation. This indicates its potential to
mitigate OA progression by targeting key inflammatory pathways and processes involved
in joint degeneration.

Excessive oxidative stress production may occur during the progression of OA due to
the relatively low oxygen supply in cartilage [18]. This imbalance between the production
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and antioxidative defense mechanisms in the joint tissue
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can lead to oxidative damage and contribute to the pathogenesis of OA. In the context of
OA pathology, situations such as ischemia–reperfusion phenomena can trigger oxygen
responses, further exacerbating ROS production. ROS, including superoxide anions, hydro-
gen peroxide, and hydroxyl radicals, are highly reactive molecules that can cause damage
to cellular components [19]. This oxidative damage can disrupt the normal functioning of
chondrocytes, leading to cartilage degradation and joint dysfunction. Additionally, ROS
can stimulate inflammatory responses by activating signaling pathways involved in the
production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and mediators [20]. Thus, the interplay between
oxidative stress and inflammation accelerates and participates in the crucial pathogenesis
of OA, highlighting the importance of targeting ROS-mediated pathways for therapeutic
intervention in OA management.

Clinical treatments for OA are divided into medication and dietary supplementation.
Medications commonly prescribed for OA management include the non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), acetaminophen, and serotonin–norepinephrine reuptake
inhibitors (SNRIs). However, it is crucial to acknowledge the potential side effects asso-
ciated with these medications [21]. Acetaminophen, while effective in managing pain,
carries the risk of causing liver damage, elevating transient liver enzymes, and inducing
hepatotoxicity [22]. NSAIDs, often used to alleviate pain and inflammation, can lead to
gastrointestinal discomfort and may exacerbate pre-existing kidney conditions [23]. SNRIs,
which are primarily indicated for treating depression and mood disorders, can result in
adverse effects such as fatigue and sexual dysfunction [24].

These side effects underscore the need for alternative treatment options with fewer ad-
verse reactions. Natural compounds with antioxidative properties have shown advantages
in alleviating OA progression through animal studies. Resveratrol, a natural polyphenol
compound, has demonstrated the ability to restore chondrocyte apoptosis, alleviate oxida-
tive stress, and improve disease progression [25,26]. Galangin, a bioactive flavonoid, has
been shown to minimize ROS production, elevate antioxidative enzyme levels, and reduce
inflammatory cytokines related to OA. These effects contribute to an improvement in OA
performance [27]. By harnessing the therapeutic potential of nature’s resources, we can
provide patients with OA relief while minimizing the risk of adverse reactions, ultimately
improving their quality of life.

Fucoidan, a prominent component of the oligo-fucoidan-based formula, has garnered
attention for its multifaceted biological properties. Studies have revealed its ability to
regulate key signaling pathways such as the MAPK pathway, which plays a pivotal role
in mediating cellular responses to various stimuli, including inflammation and oxidative
stress. The MAPK pathway encompasses a cascade of protein kinase reactions that ul-
timately regulate gene expression, cell proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis. By
modulating the MAPK signaling transduction, fucoidan can exert antioxidative effects,
thereby mitigating tissue damage and promoting cellular resilience. Moreover, fucoidan has
been demonstrated to attenuate ROS generation, further enhancing its protective capabili-
ties against oxidative damage. While ROS play essential roles in cellular signaling and host
defense mechanisms, excessive ROS production can lead to oxidative stress, resulting in
damage to lipids, proteins, and DNA. In the context of osteoarthritis (OA), oxidative stress
contributes to cartilage degradation, inflammation, and joint tissue damage [28]. Fucoidan’s
ability to scavenge ROS and modulate antioxidative enzyme activity helps maintain the
redox balance within the joint microenvironment, thereby alleviating OA symptoms and
slowing disease progression. These properties of fucoidan extend beyond joint health, as
evidenced by its efficacy in protecting against retinal harm. Oxidative stress in the retina
contributes to the development and progression of various eye disease, including age-
related macular degeneration (AMD), diabetic retinopathy, and glaucoma [29]. Fucoidan’s
antioxidative properties help mitigate retinal oxidative damage, thereby preserving retinal
function and preventing the vision loss associated with these conditions [30].

In OA, the expression of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and cyclooxygenase-2
(COX-2) is regulated by the MAPK signaling pathway, which is modulated by cytokines and
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the breakdown of the extracellular matrix. In our study, we observed that oligo-fucoidan-
based formula intervention suppressed inflammation and downregulated the expression of
phosphorylated p38 (p-p38), iNOS, and COX-2 [31]. These findings suggest a modulatory
role for the oligo-fucoidan-based formula in attenuating OA-associated inflammation and
ECM degradation through the regulation of the MAPK signaling pathway.

Moreover, pain associated with OA could be exacerbated by the presence of ROS,
which activate MAPK signaling and modulate COX-2 expression. MIA, acting as an
inhibitor of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, induces cartilage degradation,
leading to ROS accumulation and inflammation. This pathological mechanism closely
resembles the progression of OA, where cartilage degradation, ROS accumulation, and
inflammation contribute to the development and exacerbation of pain symptoms [32].

With the observation of the downregulation of p-p38, inducible nitric oxide synthase
(iNOS), and COX-2 expression after oligo-fucoidan-based formula treatment, potential
improvement by the oligo-fucoidan-based formula in the monosodium iodoacetate (MIA)-
induced animal model was suggested. This was accompanied by modulation of the
MAPK pathway and the regulation of inflammatory cytokine release. These findings
demonstrate the potential role of the oligo-fucoidan-based formula as a therapeutic agent
in OA management.

Previous studies have demonstrated the multifaceted modulatory capabilities of fu-
coidan, including its formulation’s role in reducing COX-2 expression and cytokine secre-
tion [33]. Through its modulation of iNOS expression and IL-6 secretion and its reduction
of MAPK signaling, fucoidan exhibits promising potential in relieving symptoms associ-
ated with OA [34]. These findings underscore the broad therapeutic potential of fucoidan
in addressing the complex pathophysiology of OA and highlight its role as a promising
candidate for the development of OA-relieving interventions.

The remaining 70% of the oligo-fucoidan-based formula consists of UC-II®, unde-
natured type II collagen, hyaluronic acid, chondroitin, calcium carbonate, glucosamine,
and excipients. These components have been reported to have potential effectiveness
in OA progression. Among them, UC-II has been found to be the most effective and is
one of the most commonly used supplements on the market [35]. Additionally, a study
demonstrated inflammatory alleviation and pain relief by UC-II in combination with glu-
cosamine hydrochloride and chondroitin sulfate during a 150-day treatment period [36].
However, due to commercial confidentiality and the limitations in these studies, we cannot
conclusively determine the effectiveness and synergistic effect of UC-II or of oligo-fucoidan.
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the oligo-fucoidan-based formula may offer enhanced
antioxidative and anti-inflammatory abilities, potentially contributing to improved OA
progression. Nevertheless, further studies are warranted to fully elucidate its efficacy and
potential benefits in clinical settings.

This study highlights the potential functional efficacy of the oligo-fucoidan-based
formula for osteoarthritis, underscoring its role as a promising substance. Given the
multifactorial nature of OA, which involves many mechanisms, there is a growing interest
in exploring novel treatment approaches using advanced” omics” tools, including genomics,
proteomics, metabolomics, and transcriptomics. Building upon these findings, further
studies employing multi-omics technologies will be crucial in investigating the underlying
mechanisms of action of the oligo-fucoidan-based formula in OA treatment, thereby offering
valuable insights into its therapeutic potential [37,38].

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Reagents

The oligo-fucoidan-based formula (FF) provided by HiQ Marine Biotech (Taipei,
Taiwan) and branded as Joint-free®, comprises UC-II® and undenatured type II collagen,
along with food-grade effective hyaluronic acid, high-purity chondroitin, oligo-fucoidan
(OliFuco®), calcium carbonate, and glucosamine. Its key ingredient is oligo-fucoidan
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(comprising more than 30% of the formula), derived from naturally dried oceanic brown
seaweed; specifically, Laminaria japonica.

In brief, the preparation of oligo-fucoidan involves subjecting the crude extract of Lami-
naria japonica to elution with a sodium chloride gradient using a DEAE (diethylaminoethyl)-
Sephadex A-25 column. The fucose- and sulfate-enriched fraction is then preserved by
hydrolyzing it with glycolytic enzymes [39] to an average MW of 1.2 kDa (~90.1%) [40].
The components of oligo-fucoidan have been reported to consist of sulfate and neutral
monosaccharides comprising fucose, glucose, galactose, myo-inositol, mannose, xylose,
and rhamnose [40].

4.2. Cell Culture and Treatment

Raw264.7 cells were kindly provided by Professor Yong-Han Hong (National Taiwan
Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan). These were cultured in DMEM(HG) (Gibco, Life Tech-
nologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Corning,
New York, NY, USA) and a 1% Antibiotic-Antimycotic (Corning) solution in a 5% CO2,
37 ◦C incubator. The aim was to evaluate the formula and the related components’ ability in
suppressing iNOS expression. The FF, FF without oligo-fucoidan, oligo-fucoidan, and UC-II
supplied from Hi-Q were co-treated with 1 µg/mL of lipopolysaccharides from Escherichia
coli O111:B4 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), based on a previous study [41].

4.3. Animal Osteoarthritis Model and Evaluation

Four-week-old Wistar rats were used in this study. Osteoarthritis was induced by
the intra-articular injection of 3 mg of monosodium iodoacetate (MIA, Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO, USA) dissolved in 50 µL of 0.9% saline into the ligament of the right knees
using a 29-gauge, 0.5-inch needle, while the control group received saline injections [42,43].
Body weight and knee joint width were measured prior to injection to establish baseline
values. All animal procedures were approved by the IAUAC (No: LAC-2021-0308). The
experimental group received the oligo-fucoidan-based formula (FF group), which was
administered orally via oral gavage (0.9 mL/rat dissolved in ddH2O) for 4 weeks, beginning
one week before the injection and continuing starting the day after injection, while the
control group received standard care. Body weight and knee joint width were monitored
weekly post-injection to assess disease progression. Bilateral weight-bearing pressure
distribution was evaluated every two weeks using the incapacitance test to measure pain
and functional impairment.

4.4. Bilateral Weight-Bearing Test

The bilateral weight-bearing test is employed to quantify weight distribution during
the hind-limb stance and serves as an indicator for assessing joint pain and discomfort
in animals. In physiological conditions, rats typically exhibit an equitable weight distri-
bution across their hind limbs, resulting in a bilateral pressure difference approaching
zero. Conversely, unilateral knee joint injury in rats necessitates the non-injured hind limb
to support a greater portion of the body weight, leading to an elevation in the bilateral
pressure difference attributable to pain sensation. The Incapacitance tester (Ugo Basile
Biological Instruments, Gemonio, Italy), designed specifically for this purpose, facilitates
the measurement of hind-limb weight distribution. Rats undergo preliminary training
to stand on their hind limbs within a force plate box outfitted with a 65◦ inclined plane.
Subsequently, during formal testing, this force plate box is positioned atop the bilateral
weight-bearing test apparatus, enabling rats to autonomously assume a hind-limb stance.
The bilateral weight-bearing test apparatus then records and analyzes the pressure differ-
ence between the two hind limbs individually. Following five repetitions of this procedure,
the average pressure difference is computed to derive a representative value.
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4.5. Measurement of Knee Joint Width

Knee joint width was measured from both right and left knees using an electronic
digital caliper.

4.6. IL-6 Level Measurement

The evaluation of serum levels of the inflammatory cytokine IL-6 was performed using a
commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit obtained from Abcam
(Cambridge, UK). The procedure was conducted following the manufacturer’s instructions.

4.7. Thiobarbituric Acid-Reactive Substances (TBARS) Assay

The assessment of malondialdehyde (MDA) concentration was conducted using a com-
mercially available assay kit obtained from Cayman Chemical (Ann Arbor, MI, USA). The
procedure was carried out according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, samples
were treated with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), followed by the addition of sodium hy-
droxide (NaOH) and 2-thiobarbituric acid (TBA). The mixture was then subjected to boiling
at 95 ◦C for 1 h. Absorbance measurements were performed at the 532 nm wavelength.

4.8. Histological Examination

Following sacrifice, knee joints were harvested and fixed in 10% formalin solution
for 48 h. Subsequently, the samples underwent dehydration with ethanol, embedding in
paraffin, and sectioning into 4 µm slices for staining. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), as well
as Masson’s trichrome staining procedures, were conducted by Bio-Check Laboratories Ltd.
(Taipei, Taiwan). Masson’s trichrome staining marks collagen via blue staining, and Image
J was used for quantifying the blue area [44].

4.9. Western Blot

The hind-limb knee joints were excised and lysed using lysis buffer containing RIPA
supplemented with phosphatase and protease inhibitors (Roche, Basel, Switzerland). The
tissue was homogenized using a homogenizer. Protein quantification was performed using
the BCA assay (T-Pro Biotechnology, New Taipei City, Taiwan). Subsequently, sodium
dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was utilized for protein
separation, followed by transfer to a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane (Millipore
Sigma, Billerica, MA, USA) using a Bio-Rad equivalent system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, USA).
Blocking was carried out using 5% BSA (Biomax, Taipei, Taiwan). The primary antibodies
against pp38 and p38 from Cell Signaling (Boston, MA, USA) and against iNOS, COX-2,
and GAPDH from Proteintech (Rosemont, IL, USA) were incubated overnight at 4 ◦C. After
washing thrice for 10 min each with TBST (T-Pro), an HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit
IgG secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA, USA)
was applied for 2 h at room temperature. Signal capture was performed using the eBlot
Touch Imager™ (eBlot Photoelectric Technology, Shanghai, China), and quantification was
conducted using Image J software (Version 1.53t, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA).

4.10. Statistical Analysis

The data are presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical
analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism, version 9.0. The student’s t-test and one-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s post hoc test were employed for
comparisons. Results with a p-value of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, our study underscores the efficacy of oligo-fucoidan-based formula
(FF) intervention in mitigating the progression of OA. Through its ability to alleviate
joint burden and inflammation, the oligo-fucoidan-based formula shows promise as a
therapeutic intervention. Histological assessments revealed substantial improvements
in cartilage integrity following oligo-fucoidan-based formula intervention, indicating its
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protective effects against cartilage degeneration and structural damage. Furthermore, the
modulation of the p38 signaling pathway, coupled with the downregulation of COX-2
and iNOS expression, sheds light on the mechanistic insights underlying oligo-fucoidan-
based formula’s beneficial effects. These findings underscore the therapeutic potential
of the oligo-fucoidan-based formula in mitigating OA-associated joint dysfunction and
inflammation, offering new avenues for targeted interventions in OA management. Further
clinical investigations are warranted to validate these preclinical findings and to explore
the translational potential of the oligo-fucoidan-based formula in OA patients.
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